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Caterpillar’s 3rd-quarter results sounded a lot like Texas Instruments’: 
  

• Down for the quarter, by amounts which surprised the market and Wall Street’s analysts; and 
down across most of CAT’s lines of business. 

  
• Down for the full year 2019 as well, CAT thinks, compared to its prior forecast.  Of course, that 

means CAT can’t see a cyclical upturn in sight yet—just like Texas Instruments. 
  

• But despite all that “down,” profits were solid and substantial, and profitability (profit margins) 
was hardly even dented. 
  

Here are the pictures: 

Caterpillar’s 3rd Quarter 

 
  

Caterpillar’s New 2019 Forecast 



 
  

Unlike Texas Instruments’ story of 4 quarters’ worth of down cycle, however, this past 3 months is 
the first downturn of the cycle for Caterpillar.  Now the story begins to get “curious,” as we remarked 
Friday.  
  
First, we see above that CAT’s 2019 earnings won’t actually be lower than 2018, but higher—just lower 
than previously expected.  Next, notice the word “modestly” circled in green above.  CAT’s downward dip 
was a mild surprise . . . but there wasn’t much to it, when we get right down to it.  And the genuinely 
surprising thing about that is this:  
  

• That global “Trade War Slowdown”—which Texas Instruments, Caterpillar and a vast crowd of 
other companies are talking about—should have hurt heavy-industrial companies like Caterpillar 
a lot:  more than Texas Instruments, we might think.  CAT’s excavators, compressors and mining 
trucks cost a great deal of money.  Texas Instruments’ sensing and internet-communicating chips 
cost a few dollars or even cents.  If Main Street around the world has been worried about the 
Trade War (and it certainly has been), we might think postponing a $100,000 earthmover would 
be the first phone call Main Street would make.  Those phone calls have been made . . . just not 
that many of them.  CAT’s dip in sales came mostly from its worldwide dealer network’s wish to 
cut inventories of CAT vehicles sitting on their lots, because the dealers are worrying about what 
their equipment-buying customers might do—but haven’t yet done, except “modestly.”  

  
• Perhaps the most surprising remark CEO Jim Umpleby made, during the earnings call last week, 

was his reply to a Wall Street analyst who asked how far CAT’s sales in China had fallen, last 
quarter.  “Ah, they didn’t fall.  They kept growing,” said Mr. Umpleby.   
  

China is supposed to be at “ground zero” in this Trade War; and Outlook strongly suspects its economic 
ship is indeed leaking under the waterline, from America’s trade war torpedoes.  But it is not sinking, nor 
even close.  Neither is Europe, as quarterly reports from its strongest companies are mostly showing.  And 



neither is the U.S.—not by a very long shot.  What’s been going on all year has been “modest,” 
manageable damage—to economies and companies around the world—but not “hurricane damage.”  The 
market and media have elevated “Trade War Damage” from the rainstorm or mild thunderstorm which 
it’s actually been, to “hurricane.”  That is what they do.  In the process they’ve loaded about as much fear, 
doubt and uncertainty as possible onto the valuations of wonderfully strong companies like CAT and many 
others . . . and they were certain to find out, as time passed, that when companies which haven’t the 
slightest danger of “destruction” are nevertheless “priced for destruction,” eventually the arrival of more 
bad news gets shrugged off.  Here’s CAT, shrugging last week: 
 

CAT 3 months ago, sales up 3% (red.)  CAT last week, sales down 6% (green.) 

 
  

One of the silliest things an investment manager can ever do is predict where the market will go tomorrow, 
or next week or month.  So we mustn’t think that green circle at the right is a forecast of more “up” for 
Caterpillar in the immediate future.  But it does remind us of something true about the market.  It can be 
silly for a good while; but it’s never silly forever.  Financial strength and operating excellence in a company, 
and great value in its stock, are magnets which never stop pulling the market’s focus toward clear reality, 
and away from foggy silliness.  The moment the market chooses to do a double-take and see that reality 
is often surprising.  Last week might have been that moment for Caterpillar; but if not, it will come soon 
enough.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
 


